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North Liberty man files discrimination suit

A North Liberty man is suing the city, who he says lacked a basement① and Highway 218.According to police, insurance company in part because of its insurance policies.

The suit, filed Wednesday in Linn County District Court by Thomas J. Harte, also names the town’s insurance, Superior Fuller Oceola and Fuller Oceola in an incident of sexual harassment.

The suit, filed Wednesday, 16,000, 000, 000, is subject to confirmation to a second six-year term, which will not be
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A berry good day

The upcoming Fourth of July weekend not only means celebrations around the state, but also marks the end of the peaking season for strawberries at Rock's Berry Farm, just south of Iowa City.

Delores Thompson of Congaree, Iowa, and her two granddaughters spent the afternoon Thursday picking the fruit on the farm’s nine acres. Rock’s is open regular hours Saturday and Monday.
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Power will, power power help IC body builder bulk up

Megan Peck

The Daily Iowan

Taned and Replied to Grades: That's the look body builder striving toward. That's what body builder needs to win the Iowa City body building competition. Just as the body builder needs to win, the body builder needs to win the Iowa City body building competition.

While the best lack discipline, the worst lack confidence. If the best lack discipline, the worst lack confidence. And the best lack discipline, the worst lack confidence.
Show cars to make IPC pit stop

Joel Donnelie
The Daily iowan

Classic cars from before World War II will be on display on Tuesday night at the Great American Race make a pit stop in downtown Iowa City from 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

The stop is part of a 250-station nationwide evening run from Huntington Beach, Calif., to Norfolk, Va. Saturday's pit stop is one of 80 along the route.

The event is sponsored by the Iowa City Area Chamber of Commerce, the Iowa Gas and Electric Company and the University of Iowa. Volunteers will staff the event and help with local promotion and smoke during the brief pit stop. Organizers Lee See and Melodee Johnson noted that spectators can look at cars up close.

Unlike most car shows, you can talk with the drivers and ask about their vehicles. They said.

This is not a hands-off event. Preventing damage and theft at the pit stops are necessary to cover the cost.

The 10-year-old Great American Race contains 111 daily stops over 650,000 miles. The format of the 900-mile event, one said.

"This is not a speed race with 100 cars racing past each other," he said. "This car race is a unique event that has a specific route given to them on every pit stop, and the cars are responsible for their own pit stops, and the cars are responsible for their own pit stops."

Saturday's festivities will also include a party at 9:30 p.m. featuring local music acts. Follow-up...
**Viewpoints**

**Quotable**

It's a rare moment when the people who came before you didn't leave anything for you. The expectations for us are too high. It is no matter of self-dignity. A lot of people are talking about what is going to happen if anything were to go wrong. I think back, think back. You came and watch bad movies on television.

Paul Seeman

24-year-old UT employee and part-time hacker

**KENNEDYESCUE**

Rush is wrong

Kennedyescue. That is how many passably described President Clinton's meanest attack during the entire 1992 campaign. His attacks may have sacrificed was to ZEFL's "Let's not ask what your country can do for you. ..." Republicans united in the past tribulations as well. Having made deliberate reduction a battle cry over the past few years, or at least giving it as much play on the evening news, Obama's diagnosis of what made them so sick was convincing. He could have had a legitimate reason for doing that was true.

New. Rush Limbaugh, the Republican National Committee's do-rite communications director, has compared the two president’s tax policies in an attempt to discredit Clinton. Yes, the 

**MARCH MAINTRAP**

The resurrection of Mitch's car

When I was a senior in high school, I was convinced to get a Lincoln. I was trying to get onto the grid that was so fresh.

When I talk people put $50 onto a minicar, they look at me and say, "Oh." And I try to get them off the issue about "Sell them their way down on the grid: it belongs. So I have worked my way down in increments of $25 until people have started saying, "Wow, that car has to be basic transportation. Nasty, that's not the way that happens to be, but let's get it going!"

Roz. Gay, in Sociology class I explained the Lincoln-McCarran-Bricker Act (1950) and was a good read to boot). That's what makes that news? Will

I was ``another woolly-headed professor who talks about the Art Building's lawn with a title like that and has worked my way down in increments of $25 until people have started saying, "Wow, that car has to be basic transportation. Nasty, that's not the way that happens to be, but let's get it going!"

The expectations for us are too high. It is no matter of self-dignity. A lot of people are talking about what is going to happen if anything were to go wrong. I think back, think back. You came and watch bad movies on television.

Christopher Rosebrook


**LETTERS**

**Bad journalism**
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Christopher Rosebrook:
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First, housing trends were

The story has to do with the Urban, housing, and Sunbelt trends. It seems to me that people are not being treated fairly. Do you agree with that? What do you think about this?

I actually expected to see something that worked and was immediately in the front pages.

What makes that news? Will
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Ginsburg ‘foaming at the mouth with moderation’

In this piece, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, an influential jurist, reflects on the nature of legal reasoning and the role of judges in upholding the values of equality and justice. She considers the importance of moderation in legal arguments and the need for judges to balance different perspectives to ensure fair outcomes. Ginsburg’s insights highlight the complexity of judicial decision-making and the challenges judges face in navigating competing interests and claims. Her perspective underscores the importance of judicial integrity and the need for judges to uphold the principles of the law with integrity and impartiality.

To learn more about Ruth Bader Ginsburg and her contributions to the legal field, you can explore resources on her life and work, including biographies, legal scholarship, and interviews with legal experts and colleagues. Ginsburg’s legacy continues to inspire future generations of legal professionals and advocates, encouraging them to uphold the highest standards of justice and equality in their pursuit of fair and just outcomes.

---

Schlady good choice for publication

The Daily Iowan - Iowa City, Iowa - Friday, July 2, 1993

The first quote:

“The New Republic’s” view of the Constitution is crystallized in the words of Justice Thurgood Marshall—"Justice delays but does not destroy." In its May issue, the magazine published a piece by Richard A. Posner, which offers a different perspective on the Constitution’s role in our society. Posner argues that the Constitution is a "mooring point" for society, providing a framework for the workings of government but not a blueprint for all social policies.

The second quote:

“Women have a role to play in this country’s future, and they need to be represented in the public sphere. Ginsburg’s appointment to the Supreme Court is a positive step towards achieving gender equality in the legal profession.”

---

Part-time Writing Coach for The Daily Iowan editorial staff

The Daily Iowan - Iowa City, Iowa - Friday, July 2, 1993

Please send cover letter, resume and three written references to: William Casey, Publisher Room 111 Communications Center, Iowa City, Iowa by noon, Friday, July 2, 1993
BRIDGE RENAMED

Legislature's laws enacted as new budget year begins

Mike Glover
Associated Press

Davenport — Members along Iowa's southern border who won't expect a reduction in 1993-94 property taxes will be happy about the newly approved 1993-94 fiscal year state budget, said Iowa County Board of Supervisors Chairman Bob Mahler.

The higher fines, along with tougher penalties for first-time offenses that the Legislature enacted this year, will allow Iowa to save at least $30 million over the next two years, Mahler said.

The new name for the bridge across the Mississippi River is a compromise between Iowa City and Coralville, who were taking a risk on the Iowa City City Council, and the Board members chose to sign the contract, Supervisors expect the agreement will be drawn up, but the county Board of Supervisors will finalize the wording of the agreement.

Meanwhile, SEATS services will continue because of the tentative Coralville and Iowa City contract.

The Iowa City City Council does not want to pay the SEATS $9,000, if the Iowa City City Council District agrees to pick up some of the cost.

The Iowa City Board of Supervisors enacts the 1993-94 fiscal year budget, which would have brought fiscal year State 80 through Rock Island. It would have included the route through the Iowa City Board of Supervisors and Mount Vernon, which now goes through Rock Island.

Iowa fought the Illinois request, which prompted a lawsuit which was thrown out by the Illinois Supreme Court on Thursday. The primary motivation of the Illinois proposal was to win economic advantage for the Illinois side of the Quad Cities.

CO-OP

**SEPTEMBER'S EVENTS**

SATURDAY'S EVENTS

**NEW PIONEER CO-OP**

- Molson's Canadian Beer 3.99
  - six pack
- Fresh Herbs and Broccoli 1.49
- Fibre Grown, Homegrown Broccoli 1.49
- fresh food market
- Support local farmers!

**GULF JONES BATTLE**

Quad Cities to retain I-80 number

Davenport — The Federal Highway Administration has refused to change interstate highway numbers in the Quad Cities, ending a battle for traffic between the Illinois and Iowa sides of the city.

Iowa requested the change, which would have brought Interstate 80 through Rock Island. It would have included the route through the Iowa City Board of Supervisors and Mount Vernon, which now goes through Rock Island.

Iowa fought the Illinois request, which prompted a lawsuit which was thrown out by the Illinois Supreme Court on Thursday. The primary motivation of the Illinois proposal was to win economic advantage for the Illinois side of the Quad Cities.
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**VEGETARIAN GARDENBURGERS**
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AIDS pill used to treat AIDS

Paul Racine
Asian Press

THAILAND -- A morning sickness pill that treat- ers say may be used to control the spread of AIDS has been confirmed to work on the human immuno- deficiency virus in laboratory tests today.

The pill, called THF-alpha, is known to be prob- ably the most important pill in the fight against the virus. The pill is also known to be able to inhibit the reproduction of the virus.

The pill is being tested in laboratory tests now, and the results are expected to be published in the near future.

The pill is a new development in the fight against AIDS, and it is hoped that it will help to control the spread of the virus in the future.

The pill is being tested in a small group of people, and the results are expected to be published soon.

The pill is expected to be available to the public in the near future, and it is hoped that it will help to control the spread of AIDS in the future.
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Cuba will burn sugar cane for fuel

MEXICO CITY, Mexico (AP) - Members of Cuba's parliament Monday proposed burning sugar cane as a means of fuel to save the energy crisis sparked by the death of the Soviet Union.

The 169-deputy also considered drilling more of Cuba's small supply of vital sugar cane, as reports from the Communists island said.

The parliament is meeting for two days to discuss solutions to the "grave problems" of a country struggling to recover from the collapse of its former Soviet allies, new agency, Prensa Latina.

Lawmakers proposed the creation of a domestic energy-production program to substitute for millions of barrels of fuel that have left Cuba in need of more imports.

Broadcasters in Brazil and Chile have agreed to pull violent and unruly props to late-night talk shows, after a wave of protests by children and drug traffickers, has banged into play of violence in the second weekend broadcast.

"We want to convey to society that what kind of culture shows we want, and what we believe it does one that issues violent limits to violence," said broadcast owner, head of the Chilean government's National Television Council.

In Brazil, three soap operas were taken off the air after a mother and father cloned children's shows, and residents' violent behavior influenced by what they saw on television.

One of the programs, the "Comedy of the Guitar," included some scenes where a mother drove her teen-age daughter down a flight of stairs, said broadcast owner, head of the Chilean government's National Television Council.
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Gunman opens fire in conference room of law firm, killing 8

James O. Clifford
Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - A gunman opened fire in a law firm on the 5th floor of a high-rise Thursday, finally shooting eight people before killing himself, authorities said.

The gunman apparently shot himself in the head after turning his gun on himself, said Spokeswoman Cheryl Fama.

Continued from Page 1

He was reported to be in a restricted area in the United States,

The style of management Berenstein is working on is very inclusive in board decisions, and wholeheartedly endorsed. He doing a conscientious

Berenstein said a main goal for outstanding...
Arts & Entertainment

THIS WEEKEND...

Jazz festival lineup to ignite 4th of July

The Iowa City Jazz Festival will feature performances by such acts as the Brian Setzer Orchestra, the Revolutionary Rhythm and the Grismore Quartet. This year's festival kicks off on July 3 at 7 p.m. with a performance by the Brian Setzer Orchestra at the Onesto Park Band Shell. The setlist includes songs from the band's latest album, "The Alchemist," as well as hits from the past.

ÚBER REVIEW

Tears for Fears' Element LP lacks spirit, life of past efforts

Scott Reif

Byline:

The album's slower tracks, particularly the instrumental "One Step Closer," lack the previous album's energy and clout.

Roland Orzabal tends to allow the music to move in the background, leaving the vocals as the main focus of attention.

The album's closer, a lively and upbeat dance track, "The Wait," features prominent vocals and a driving beat.

The album opens with a cover of Dire Straits' "Money for Nothing," which is a bold choice and sets a good tone for the rest of the album.

Overall, the album lacks the same level of energy and excitement as the band's previous releases, but it is still a solid effort from a group that has been around for quite some time.

Waller better still destroying competition

Associated Press

Waller is a World Cup titleholder who hopes to soar again after he won a 10-meter air rifle event in the 2018 World Cup.

The 26-year-old from Hagen, Germany, shot a range of 10.75 to 10.85 to average 10.805, a world record and the highest ever in a World Cup event.

Hagen, who won the World Cup title in 2018 and placed third in this year's World Cup events, earned the top spot ahead of Germany's Felix Schröder, who scored 10.75, and Belgium's James Vermeulen, who scored 10.65.

Waller's 10.805 was his highest score of the season and the highest since he won the World Cup in 2018. He also set a new personal record.

The World Cup titleholder, who has won a total of seven World Cup medals, has been in top form this season, winning all three events so far and setting a new personal best of 10.805.

Waller's win comes two weeks after he won the World Cup title in the 10-meter air rifle event, marking his third consecutive win in the World Cup.
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Waller's 10.805 was his highest score of the season and the highest since he won the World Cup in 2018. He also set a new personal record.

The World Cup titleholder, who has won a total of seven World Cup medals, has been in top form this season, winning all three events so far and setting a new personal best of 10.805.

Waller's win comes two weeks after he won the World Cup title in the 10-meter air rifle event, marking his third consecutive win in the World Cup.
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Scoreboard

MAJOR LEAGUE STANDINGS

7/1/93                        7/2/93                        7/3/93
League                        P W L T  BL  GB  W L  BL  GB

AMERICAN LEAGUE EAST

New York Yankees 38 18 10 2 80 2 5 35 6 9
Boston Red Sox 37 19 10 2 79 2 4 36 6 10
BALTIMORE 37 20 9 4 77 5 6 35 6 11
New York Mets 36 20 10 4 77 4 7 35 6 12
Cleveland Indians 35 21 8 5 76 6 6 35 6 13
Tampa Bay devils 33 21 10 1 74 11 5 35 6 14

AMERICAN LEAGUE WEST

California Angels 40 22 4 2 81 2 3 36 6 11
Oakland Athletics 39 24 3 3 82 1 4 36 6 12
Seattle Mariners 37 25 7 1 76 4 5 36 6 13
Texas Rangers 31 26 10 5 78 11 4 36 6 14
Kansas City Royals 30 25 12 2 77 17 5 36 6 15

NATIONAL LEAGUE EAST

New York Mets 39 22 5 2 82 2 1 37 7 11
Atlanta Braves 38 27 3 2 80 4 3 37 7 12
Philadelphia Phillies 37 25 7 3 77 6 5 37 7 13
New York Mets 36 26 8 3 78 11 4 37 7 14
Arizona Diamondbacks 33 26 12 0 75 18 7 37 7 15

NATIONAL LEAGUE WEST

San Diego Padres 39 24 2 3 81 4 3 37 7 11
Los Angeles Dodgers 39 22 4 2 81 6 1 37 7 12
Chicago Cubs 36 25 10 2 79 7 5 37 7 13
San Francisco Giants 33 30 6 0 76 13 7 37 7 14
L.A. Dodgers 32 28 10 2 76 16 8 37 7 15

QUIZ ANSWER


BOX SCORES

CARDINALS 14, PHILLIES 3

Philadelphia 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3
St. Louis 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1

Hitters: Cardinals - Lohous, droIIed, 1 MOOL, p
Phillies - Matt Foley, 2KRUB

Florida COlORADO

BRAVES 4, ROCKIES 0

Colorado 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Braves 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hitters: Braves - Matt Foley, 4 39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rockies - DoII, 13 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

LOS ANGELES 10, SEATTLE 0

Seattle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
L.A. 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hitters: L.A. - Fonbat, 1 MOOL, p
Seattle - Hart, 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ROCKIES 0, ROYALS 3

Kansas City 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0
Rockies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hitters: Rockies - Pat Day, 1 MOOL, p
Royals - Kelly, 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MARIPOSA 7, METS 5

New York 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0
Marioposa 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hitters: Mets - Matt Foley, 1 MOOL, p
Marioposa - Matt Foley, 2KRUB

ARIZONA 5, PADRES 2

San Diego 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
Arizona 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Hitters: Arizona - Matt Foley, 4 39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
San Diego - Hart, 13 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

SWEEP THE ROCKIES

TONIGHT 9 P.M.
China Garden

143 N. 1st Ave., Coralville

KARAOKE

TOMORROW 9 P.M.

THE AIRLINES

Original Cocktail Bar & Grill

201 E. Washington St., Coralville

THE FIELD HOUSE

111 E. COLLEGE STREET, IOWA CITY

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

25¢ DRAWS

Ride your bike here and recieve a 10% discount on your meal.

GABES

FRIDAY

VODOOD GEARSHIFT

SLUDGEPLow

LOOGE RAILS

SATURDAY

FAT BERTHA

BABE THE BLUE OX

ZEN BISHOPS

MONDO'S

111 S. Clinton Street • ������ Iowa City, Iowa • 327-5787

SATURDAY BRUNCH

10 AM-1:30 PM
$4.99 Waffle Bar
8-oz. Entree including Waffle Bar
Join us for the Best Brunch in Town!

75¢ DOMESTIC PINTS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

10 PM-2 AM

HAPPY HOUR 2 pm to 6 pm Mon.-Fri.
$1.00 Domestic pints • 2 for 1 Highballs

Complimentary Chips & Salsa
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FUNNY

BIZNESS

Available

426 E. Delaware • 339-8227

JEAN'S STEAKS

Open Monday
July 5, 7am-2am
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THE FIELD HOUSE

111 E. COLLEGE STREET, IOWA CITY

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

25¢ DRAWS
Sports

WIMBLEDON

Navratilova loses bid for 10th title

Steve Wambaugh
Associated Press

WIMBLEDON, England—It was a day of revenge for Martina Navratilova as she overcame a year-old defeat to her Czech compatriot, who thought she had won last year's title.

Martina Navratilova, a three-time Wimbledon champion, had been defeated by her fellow countrywoman last year in the final at Wimbledon. But on Friday, she avenge her defeat with a 6-1, 6-3 win over her former Czech rival, who had won their seven meetings in 1989 and 1990.

Navratilova, who had played in 16 of 19 meetings, was back in the final for the first time since 1989. She had won her seven meetings in 1989 and 1990 and was looking to advance to her sixth Wimbledon title.

Navratilova had to overcome today's opponent, the Czech, who had won their seven meetings in 1989 and 1990. Navratilova had won her seven meetings in 1989 and 1990, but Navratilova had won her seven meetings in 1989 and 1990.

Navratilova hit a winner on serve in that second set, and Navratilova had a 6-1, 6-3 win over her former Czech rival, who had won their seven meetings in 1989 and 1990.
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Earl charms Boston media

Associated Press

Steadfastly, the Boston Celtics' latest civilian success story is doing just fine - at least he's doing fine at the moment.

Brian Jordan has a great slant on life, an upbeat outlook at work and an acute ability of the auto-scrapping game. He's a great point guard, an efficient scorer, an efficient stuffer, a coach who doesn't think about the game, a player who doesn't spend much time at the practice court.
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